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ABSTRACT
Synoptic-scalemonsoon disturbances produce themajority of continental rainfall in themonsoon regions of
South Asia and Australia, yet there is little understanding of the conditions that foster development of these
low pressure systems. Here a genesis index is used to associate monsoon disturbance genesis in a global
domain with monthly mean, climatological environmental variables. This monsoon disturbance genesis index
(MDGI) is based on four objectively selected variables: total columnwater vapor, low-level absolute vorticity,
an approximate measure of convective available potential energy, and midtropospheric relative humidity. A
Poisson regression is used to estimate the index coefficients. Unlike existing tropical cyclone genesis indices,
theMDGI is defined over both land and ocean, consistent with the fact that monsoon disturbance genesis can
occur over land. The index coefficients change little from their global values when estimated separately for the
Asian–Australian monsoon region or the Indianmonsoon region, suggesting that the conditions favorable for
monsoon disturbance genesis, and perhaps the dynamics of genesis itself, are common across multiple
monsoon regions. Vertical wind shear is found to be a useful predictor in some regional subdomains; although
previous studies suggested that baroclinicity may foster monsoon disturbance genesis, here genesis frequency
is shown to be reduced in regions of strong climatological vertical shear. The coefficients of theMDGI suggest
that monsoon disturbance genesis is fostered by humid, convectively unstable environments that are rich in
vorticity. Similarities with indices used to describe the distribution of tropical cyclone genesis are discussed.
1. Introduction
At least half of the total seasonal precipitation in most
continental monsoon regions is estimated to be produced
by synoptic-scale disturbances embeddedwithin the larger-
scale monsoon circulation (Hurley and Boos 2015). These
systems deliver rainfall that is essential for the lives of
billions of people, but also have the potential to cause
catastrophic hydrological extremes (e.g., Ajayamohan
et al. 2010). For example, thousands of people died and
tens of thousands were displaced in 2013 because of floods
in northern India associated with a monsoon disturbance
that migrated inland from the Bay of Bengal (e.g., Joseph
et al. 2015), and in 2010 a monsoon disturbance produced
floods that killed over 1700 people and submerged 20% of
the surface area of Pakistan (e.g., Aon Benfield 2010;
Webster et al. 2011). These are but two of many examples
of catastrophic floods produced by monsoon disturbances
in South Asia and other monsoon regions.
Althoughmonsoon disturbances have been studiedmost
intensively in the Indian region, transient synoptic-scale
disturbances are common in all monsoon regions. Such
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propagating systems are commonly referred to as ‘‘mon-
soon lowpressure systems’’ in the Indianmonsoon; herewe
use the term ‘‘monsoon disturbance’’ for brevity. Each
year, about 13–14 such disturbances are observed during
June–September in the Indian monsoon region (Yoon and
Chen 2005; Krishnamurthy and Ajayamohan 2010). It is
estimated that they produce about half of continental
India’s summer rainfall (Saha et al. 1981; Yoon and Chen
2005; Hurley and Boos 2015). In the Australian summer
monsoon, an average of 10–15monsoon disturbances occur
eachmonth (Berry et al. 2012), and a roughly similar count
is observed over the west Pacific during boreal summer
(Hurley and Boos 2015).
Although regional differences surely exist in monsoon
disturbance structure and dynamics, Hurley and Boos
(2015) showed that monsoon disturbances in India,
Australia, and the west Pacific all share a common
structure consisting of a warm-over-cold core, a top-
heavy column of potential vorticity extending from the
surface to the upper troposphere, and outer wind di-
ameters of about 2000km. Monsoon disturbances are
abundant in Africa, where they are called African
easterly waves. Precipitating African easterly waves are
typically larger (by about 50%) and have much stronger
vertical tilts than Indian monsoon depressions (e.g.,
Kiladis et al. 2006). Shallow and dry monsoon distur-
bances occur frequently over the desert regions of
northwesternAfrica and southwesternAustralia and are
highly distinct from the deep vortices that occur in the
moist parts of the Indian and Australian monsoons
(Hurley and Boos 2015).
Despite the importance of monsoon disturbances,
their formation mechanisms are poorly understood.
Some dynamical studies have focused on the mecha-
nisms of growth and propagation of an intense subset of
Indian monsoon disturbances called ‘‘monsoon de-
pressions.’’ The India Meteorological Department cur-
rently classifies a monsoon disturbance as a monsoon
depression if it has sustained surface wind speeds ex-
ceeding 8.5m s21 (they apply this criterion over ocean)
or a central surface pressure anomaly with a magnitude
of at least 4 hPa (they apply this criterion over land;
Saha et al. 1981; Chen and Weng 1999; Sikka 2006;
Ajayamohan et al. 2010).1 Indian monsoon depressions
form in regions with substantial horizontal shear of the
zonal wind, and several studies accordingly have sug-
gested that these storms may grow by barotropic in-
stability (Shukla 1977; Goswami et al. 1980; Lindzen
et al. 1983). Other studies have argued that some sort of
baroclinic instability or nonmodal growth process,
modified by moist convection, is required to explain the
observed structure and growth rates of monsoon de-
pressions (Krishnamurti et al. 1983; Farrell 1985;
Krishnamurti and Gadgil 1985). Monsoons occur in re-
gions of strong meridional temperature gradients, so it
seems plausible that monsoon depressions might derive
energy from this baroclinicity. Yet the theory of moist
baroclinic instability in a basic state with easterly verti-
cal shear has only been explored in highly idealized
linear models (e.g., Moorthi and Arakawa 1985) and
recent observational analysis indicates it cannot explain
the spinup of Indian monsoon depressions (Cohen and
Boos 2016).
Before embarking on further detailed theoretical
studies of growth mechanisms for monsoon depressions
and, more generally, for monsoon disturbances, it seems
natural to ask what can be learned by examining the as-
sociation of monsoon disturbance occurrence with the
environment in which they occur. For example, does the
frequency of monsoon disturbance formation generally
increase or decrease as vertical wind shear increases?
We know of no studies that quantitatively answer the
seemingly simple question of how monsoon disturbance
frequency is associated with vertical wind shear, low-
level vorticity, sea surface temperature (SST), or other
properties of their environment. Sikka (1977) noted that
Indian monsoon depressions form in a region of high
SST and high low-level vorticity, but this falls short of a
quantitative assessment of the statistical association of
monsoon disturbance formation with environmental
variables. Indeed, until the recent compilation of mon-
soon disturbance track datasets for Australia (Berry
et al. 2012) and for the global monsoon domain (Hurley
and Boos 2015), such an analysis would have been im-
possible outside of the Indian monsoon region.
Here we examine the statistical association of mon-
soon disturbance genesis with the climatological mean
state. In particular, we construct an index that relates the
likelihood of monsoon disturbance genesis to monthly
climatologies of a number of environmental parameters.
This sort of exercise has been conducted numerous
times for tropical cyclones (e.g., Gray 1979) and has
enhanced understanding of the dependence of tropical
cyclone occurrence on the ElNiño–SouthernOscillation
(ENSO; Camargo et al. 2007; Bell et al. 2014). The same
approach has also been applied to U.S. tornado and hail
occurrence and association with ENSO (Tippett et al.
1 There is no obvious reason to suspect that monsoon distur-
bance dynamics change qualitatively beyond this intensity thresh-
old. Unlike mature tropical cyclones, which have been argued to
result from a finite-amplitude instability involving wind-induced
ocean surface evaporation (Emanuel 1991), monsoon disturbances
routinely propagate from ocean to land without loss of intensity
and so cannot rely on ocean heat content for their primary energy
source (e.g., Sikka 2006; Hurley and Boos 2015).
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2012; Allen et al. 2015a,b). We use the Poisson re-
gressionmethodology presented by Tippett et al. (2011),
which allows for objective assessment of the ability of
different sets of variables to explain the observed dis-
tribution of genesis points. This approach contrasts with
themore subjective derivation employed in construction
of other genesis index formulas (e.g., Emanuel and
Nolan 2004).
By constructing a genesis index for monsoon distur-
bances, we aim to determine whether the geographic
distribution and seasonal cycle of monsoon disturbance
occurrence can be explained by properties of the mean
monsoon state. For example, can the mean state explain
why the genesis of Indian monsoon disturbances occurs
most frequently over the northern and western edge of
the Bay of Bengal (e.g., Krishnamurti et al. 1977; Boos
et al. 2015)? We use a global domain for our analysis,
which includes synoptic-scale monsoon disturbances
that form during local summer in all major monsoon
regions, and also assess whether there are regional dif-
ferences in the statistical association of monsoon dis-
turbance genesis and mean environment.
Interpreting statistical associations between mon-
soon disturbance genesis and the climatological mean
state is complicated by the fact that monsoon distur-
bance frequency is large enough to alter themean state.
This is likely a greater issue for monsoon disturbances
than for tropical cyclones because of the greater fre-
quency of the former; the large contribution of mon-
soon disturbances to total continental rainfall in many
monsoon regions indicates their great influence on the
mean state. This problem is difficult to surmount in a
statistical analysis of observations, although some ap-
proaches have used instantaneous or time-smoothed
data at the time of storm genesis (e.g., DeMaria et al.
2001) instead of climatological mean quantities. We
considered using this approach, but opted to first an-
swer the simpler question of how monsoon distur-
bances relate to properties of a monthly climatology.
Similar analyses with climatological mean variables
have been conducted for tropical cyclones (e.g.,
Camargo et al. 2007; Tippett et al. 2011) but, until now,
not for monsoon disturbances.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the methodology and data sources used in this work
and is followed by presentation of the monsoon dis-
turbance genesis index (MDGI) and associated results
for the global domain. A subsequent section explores
the regional sensitivity of the regression and a com-
parison to a regression with tropical cyclone genesis
points. The paper closes with a summary and a dis-
cussion of how this work advances understanding of
monsoon disturbances.
2. Data and methods
a. Storm genesis points
Genesis points for monsoon disturbances were obtained
from the track climatology compiled by Hurley and Boos
(2015), hereafter referred to as theYale dataset (http://earth.
geology.yale.edu/depressdata/). This dataset was compiled
using the automated feature tracking algorithm developed
by Hodges (1995) to identify propagating 850-hPa cyclonic
vorticity maxima in the 6-hourly ERA-Interim dataset, the
most recent reanalysis of the EuropeanCentre forMedium-
Range Weather Forecasts (Dee et al. 2011). The tracks of
vorticity maxima were categorized according to the maxi-
mum intensity achieved within a global monsoon domain,
with intensity determined by the simultaneous values of
surface pressure anomaly and maximum surface wind
speed occurring within 500km of the 850-hPa vorticity
maximum. A full description of the identification and
classification algorithms is provided in Hurley and Boos
(2015). Here we begin with all monsoon disturbances
contained in the dataset, which includes all disturbances
with surface pressures reduced by more than 2hPa
relative to a 21-day running mean. The climatological
mean distribution of genesis points for Indian monsoon
disturbances in the Yale dataset is highly similar to that
documented in other track datasets for the Indian re-
gion (e.g., Sikka 2006). The dynamical structures and
propagation characteristics of Indian monsoon de-
pressions in the Yale dataset furthermore compare well
with those obtained from field campaigns and other
analyses (e.g., Godbole 1977; Sanders 1984) as dis-
cussed in Boos et al. (2015).
Monsoon disturbance genesis points in the Yale
dataset extend around the globe, with maxima concen-
trated in the South Asian, West African, and Australian
monsoon regions, as well as in the east Pacific in-
tertropical convergence zone (ITCZ; Figs. 1a,b, Table 1).
Other monsoon disturbance track datasets are limited to
more confined geographical areas such as India (Mooley
and Shukla 1987; Sikka 2006; Praveen et al. 2015) and
Australia (Berry et al. 2012).
The Yale dataset contains two principle types of
monsoon disturbances: those that have a warm-over-
cold core and a column of potential vorticity (PV)
extending through the entire depth of the troposphere,
and others that have a uniformly warm core confined
below 500hPa and cyclonic PV trapped within 100 hPa
of the surface (Hurley and Boos 2015). The shallow,
warm-core disturbances occur most frequently over
desert regions; they do not produce heavy precipitation,
otherwise, the latent heat release would enhance cy-
clonic PV in a deeper layer of the troposphere and
produce a PV structure that is not surface trapped.
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Different genesis mechanisms are likely responsible for
deep and shallowmonsoon disturbances. Here we focus on
deep, precipitating monsoon disturbances and use a pre-
cipitable water criterion to exclude shallow monsoon dis-
turbances fromour analysis. Inparticular, for eachmonsoon
disturbance track, we compute the lifetime maximum of
storm-centered total column water vapor (TCWV) from
daily averages of 6-hourly ERA-Interim data. This quantity
has a bimodal distribution, suggesting that storms can be
classified as ‘‘dry’’ or ‘‘moist’’ storms (Fig. 2). Between the
two peaks, the distribution has a minimum value at
53kgm22, and we only include disturbances in our analysis
whose lifetime maximum TCWV exceeds this threshold of
53kgm22. This threshold is roughly the value of TCWV at
which daily mean precipitation begins to increase sharply
in analyses of tropical oceanic rainfall;mean precipitation
is approximately 10mmday21 when TCWV is 53kgm22
in those analyses (e.g., Bretherton et al. 2004). We expect
this criterion to exclude storms that never become moist,
precipitating vortices. This criterion eliminates most
monsoon disturbance genesis points in desert regions
such as the Sahara, the Middle East, southwestern Asia,
and southwestern Australia (Figs. 1c,d, Table 1). Here-
after, bymonsoon disturbance we refer only to monsoon
disturbances from the Yale dataset whose TCWV ex-
ceeds 53 kgm22 during their lifetime.
b. Environmental parameters
The climatologicalmean statewas computed fromERA-
Interim by averaging monthly mean data over 34 years
FIG. 1. Globalmonsoon disturbance genesis point distribution from January 1979–December
2012 for (a) all genesis points in boreal summer (JJAS), (b) all genesis points in austral summer
(DJFM), (c) moist genesis points in boreal summer, and (d) moist genesis points in austral
summer. The solid black box indicates the Asian–Australian region. The dashed–dotted box
indicates the Indian continent region. Each grid box represents the number of storms over 34
years that occur in the specified 4-month season.
TABLE 1. Observed genesis counts for all disturbances and for
moist disturbances, as defined in the text. Genesis counts in various
subregions are defined under their respective hemisphere.
Region Boundaries All Moist
Globe 908S–908N, 08–3608 6757 3556
Tropics 358S–358N, 08–3608 6676 3551
Northern Hemisphere 08–358N 4805 2442
North Africa 408W–608E 2413 385
Asian region 408–2008E 2064 1488
India 608–1008E 812 578
Northwest Pacific 1008E–1608W 898 866
East Pacific 1608–408W 682 613
Southern Hemisphere 08–358S 1871 1109
South Africa 408W–408E 343 35
Australian region 408–2008E 1227 870
Australia 1008–1608E 870 522
South America 1608–408W 301 204
FIG. 2. Histogram of the maximum TCWV achieved along each
track at the storm center, for all monsoon disturbances. The red,
vertical line denotes the chosen separation between dry storms and
moist storms: approximately 53 kgm22. Present is a bimodal dis-
tribution with one peak centered around 18 kgm22 and the other
centered around 67 kgm22.
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(1979–2012) for each of the 12 months of the year. The
ERA-Interim dataset is available on 60 terrain-following
model levels or 37 pressure levels with a horizontal reso-
lution of 0.78 3 0.78. Many of the analyses described here
were also conducted using the ERA-40 reanalysis (Uppala
et al. 2005) with qualitatively similar results.
We chose candidate variables for the MDGI based on
previous studies. As discussed in the introduction, vertical
wind shear has been commonly implicated in the genesis of
Indian monsoon depressions, motivated by theoretical ar-
guments thatmonsoondisturbances growbydrawingenergy
from the poleward temperature gradient of the monsoon
mean state (e.g., Moorthi and Arakawa 1985; Rao et al.
2004). However, other studies have suggested that the gen-
esis of monsoon disturbances may be fostered by high SST,
large cyclonic low-level vorticity, and a humid midtropo-
sphere, under the assumption that monsoon disturbance
genesis is influenced by the same factors that control the
genesis of canonical tropical cyclones (e.g., Ramesh Kumar
and Sankar 2010; Prajeesh et al. 2013). With this justifica-
tion, our pool of candidate variables includes those typically
used in the construction of tropical cyclone genesis indices
(Table 2). We include several measures of humidity: a col-
umn relative humidity defined as the ratio of the TCWV to
the saturation value of TCWV, a midtropospheric relative
humidity, and the TCWV. Dynamical variables include the
midlevel vertical velocity, the magnitude of the low-level
absolute vorticity,2 and vertical wind shear.
Monsoon disturbances form over both land and
ocean, so the environmental variables used in our
statistical model must also be defined over both land
and ocean. Additionally, since somemonsoons occur in
regions with high topography, it is necessary to con-
sider how large variations in surface pressure might
affect our analyses. Therefore we sample the ‘‘low-
level’’ variables listed above on ERA-Interim’s terrain-
following native model (eta) levels rather than on fixed
pressure levels. For example, we define low-level ab-
solute vorticity on model level 49, which lies at about
850 hPa over ocean, rather than the 850-hPa pressure
level, and we define vertical wind shear as the magni-
tude of the vector difference between horizontal winds
at model level 49 (again, around 850 hPa over ocean)
and model level 30 (around 200 hPa over ocean).
Model levels associated with other variables can be
found in Table 2. For simplicity, we will henceforth
refer to model levels using the approximate pressure
they have over ocean.
A more difficult issue is how to deal with the fact that
SST, relative SST, or potential intensity—all of which
have been found to be important predictors in tropical
cyclone genesis indices—are not defined over land. We
first naively define a surface temperature field that
consists of SST over ocean and 2-m air temperature over
land. From this global surface temperature we also
derive a relative surface temperature, analogous to the
relative SST discussed by Vecchi and Soden (2007), by
subtracting the contemporaneous tropical (308S–308N)
mean surface temperature from each local value.
However, we do not expect either of these surface
temperature variables to be locally related to moist
convective activity over land (e.g., the highest surface air
temperatures typically occur over deserts). This moti-
vates our definition of a new thermodynamic variable
equal to the difference between the surface air moist
static energy and the 200–400 hPa vertically averaged
saturation moist static energy. We call this variable
the estimated convective available potential energy
(ECAPE),
TABLE 2. Candidate variables for the genesis index. Nondimensional numeric values listed for levels refer to the terrain-following native
model levels of ERA-Interim.
Variable Abbreviation Units Vertical level
Absolute vorticity h 1025 s21 49 (; 850 hPa)
Column relative humidity CRH % Column integrated
Estimated CAPE ECAPE 103 J kg21 See Eq. (1)
Lapse rate LR Kmb21 49–36 (; 850–400 hPa)
Relative humidity RH % 42 (; 600 hPa)
Relative surface temperature RST K Surface
Surface temperature ST K Surface
Total column water vapor TCWV kgm22 Column integrated
Vertical shear V m s21 49–30 (; 850–200 hPa)
Vertical velocity Omega Pa s21 39 (; 500 hPa)
2 The Yale dataset identified monsoon disturbances using low-
level relative vorticity, raising the concern that one of our candi-
date predictors is nearly the same variable as that used to generate
the genesis data. However, the Yale dataset was derived using
6-hourly data while here we use the climatological mean state
data. Showing that transient disturbances in reanalysis data can be
statistically described by the climatological mean variables is a
useful result.










h*(p) dp , (1)
where the moist static energy h5 cpT1Lyq1 gz, Ly is
the latent heat of vaporization, and other variables have
their usual meteorological meanings. The saturation
moist static energy h* is the saturation value of h, and is
averaged from p1 5 200hPa to p2 5 400hPa. The in-
tegral is evaluated using pressure level data since
400 hPa is well above nearly all terrain.
This new variable is similar in spirit to relative SST,
which has been used to explain variations in tropical
cyclone activity under the premise that the energy
available for moist convection depends not on an ab-
solute SST but on the local vertical thermodynamic
sounding (e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007). The tropical
atmosphere cannot maintain strong horizontal temper-
ature gradients above the boundary layer, so an increase
in tropical-mean SST will produce a roughly uniform
increase in the temperature (or h*) of the tropical tro-
posphere, and a given location will bemore convectively
unstable only if it lies over SST that is warmer than the
tropical-mean SST. Since convective stability directly
depends not on SST but on thermodynamic properties
of the subcloud layer, (1) is a generalization of relative
SST without the limiting assumption that horizontal
temperature gradients are weak. Retaining the possi-
bility for free-tropospheric temperature gradients to
affect convective stability is potentially important for
monsoon disturbances, which have genesismaxima lying
as much as 258 off the equator (Fig. 1). More simply,
(1) is justified by the fact that convective available po-
tential energy can be approximated by the difference
between h of a lifted parcel and h* of its environment,
vertically integrated from the lifted condensation level
to the level of neutral buoyancy (e.g., Emanuel 1994).
Note that in (1), we would expect similar results if h and
h* were replaced with the moist entropy (or equivalent
potential temperature) of a lifted parcel and its sat-
uration value. In that case, (1) would represent the
difference between the low-level equivalent potential
temperature (which incorporates low-level moisture) and
the upper-level saturation equivalent potential tempera-
ture (which depends only on temperature). Over ocean, a
boreal summer climatology of ECAPE does look re-
markably like SST and potential intensity (PI), with the
advantage that ECAPE is defined over land (Fig. 3).
We also include in our collection of candidate
variables a measure of the thermal stratification of the
middle to lower troposphere, motivated by hypotheses
that the spinup of tropical depressions is enhanced when
the lower troposphere is cooler and the upper troposphere
warmer than usual (see the review in Raymond et al.
2015). Such thermal anomalies would enhance the dry
static stability of themiddle troposphere and foster amore
bottom-heavy vertical mass flux in a convectively coupled
disturbance. FollowingRaymond et al. (2011), we define a
discretized lapse rate as the difference in saturated
equivalent potential temperature between model level 49
(around 850hPa) and model level 36 (around 400hPa),
divided by the difference in pressure between those two
levels. This variable is called the ‘‘lapse rate’’ in Table 2.
c. Regression methods
To construct our statistical model of the climatologi-
cal distribution of monsoon disturbance genesis, we use
the Poisson regression methodology described by
Tippett et al. (2011) and Tippett et al. (2012). The ex-
pected number of monsoon disturbance genesis points
occurring at any point in space–time is written as a log-
linear model for storm counts:
m5 exp[bTx1 log(DxDyT cosf)] . (2)
Here, m is the expected number of monsoon disturbance
genesis points during the climatological period and b is
the vector of regression coefficients multiplying the cli-
matological mean variables in the vector x. The constant
(intercept) term of the regression is included by adding
elements to x that are identically equal to one. The last
term (the offset) is included to make b independent of
grid resolution and record length: Dx and Dy are the
longitude and latitude grid spacing in degrees, re-
spectively;f is latitude in radians; and T is the number of
years in the climatological period (here 34 covering the
FIG. 3. JJAS climatologies of (a) estimated convective available
potential energy (ECAPE, 103 J kg21), (b) sea surface temperature
(SST, K), and (c) potential intensity expressed in wind speed (PI,
m s21). Note the spatial similarities that exist across all three
variables.
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period 1979–2012). The quantity exp(bTx) is therefore
proportional to the number of monsoon disturbance
genesis points per unit area per year. In this formulation,
the regression coefficient values are interpreted as the
relative change in the expected genesis frequency for a




We estimate the regression coefficients b from the storm
counts in the Yale dataset and the ERA-Interim cli-
matological monthly mean environmental variables us-
ing standard maximum likelihood estimation.
We use forward sequential feature selection (SFS) to
objectively choose the variables included in the Poisson
regression. SFS begins with the constant-only model and
adds one variable at a time, choosing at each step the
variable that minimizes an error criterion. Here the er-
ror criterion is deviance computed from 10 iterations of
10-fold cross validation (Solow 1989; Allen et al. 2015a).
Deviance is a goodness-of-fit measure analogous to the
sum of squared error and is oriented so that smaller
values indicate better fit (McCullagh and Nelder 1989).
Cross validation is used to avoid overfitting. In 10-fold
cross validation, the data are randomly divided into 10
approximately equal subsets. Nine of the data subsets
are used for training, and the remaining data subset is
used for testing. The training and testing process is re-
peated so that each data subset is used once for testing,
and 10 values of the cross-validated deviance are com-
puted. In addition, we repeat the data division step 10
times so that 100 values of the deviance are available for
each model. SFS results in a sequence of models with an
increasing number of variables. We find that the mean
cross-validated deviance decreases as more variables are
added until four variables are used in the regression, and
the addition of more variables does not substantially re-
duce the deviance (Fig. 4). The standard errors of the
regression coefficients are estimated from 10000 boot-
strap samples, and the coefficients are highly significant.
3. Results
a. The global genesis index
The four environmental variables selected for use
in our global MDGI are (in the order chosen by the
SFS procedure): TCWV, low-level absolute vorticity
(h), ECAPE, and 600-hPa relative humidity (RH).
The associated regression coefficients and their
standard errors are listed in Table 3. Although it was
somewhat unexpected that two humidity variables—
600-hPa RH and TCWV—were selected for the
model, there is a robust improvement in fit when all
four parameters are used instead of just three. Rel-
ative humidity and absolute measures of water con-
tent (e.g., TCWV) are physically distinct quantities,
and humidity at a particular vertical level need not
covary with the vertically integrated humidity. We
thus take the selection of these two moisture vari-
ables as having some physical significance. The re-
gression coefficients are all positive, indicating that
monsoon disturbance genesis is more likely in re-
gions with high low-level absolute vorticity, high
ECAPE, and high humidity (in two different senses).
Note that these coefficients have dimensions (equal
to the inverse of the dimensions for the associated pa-
rameter listed in Table 2), so it is not possible to infer the
importance of a parameter from its associated coefficient
alone. However, the fractional change in MDGI associ-
atedwith a unit change in each variable (using the units in
Table 2) is provided by the coefficients. For example, a
1kgm22 increase in TCWV would produce a 2.5% in-
crease in the MDGI. More insight on the sensitivity to
individual parameters will be provided later when
marginal distributions are presented.
The MDGI during local summer in each hemi-
sphere reproduces the general features of both the
horizontal structure and amplitude of the observed
distribution of monsoon disturbance genesis fre-
quency (Fig. 5). Like the observations, the MDGI
FIG. 4. Cross-validated deviance of the statistical model as
a function of the number of environmental predictors. The mean
(dots) and6 1 standard deviation (error bars) of the deviation from
10 iterations of 10-fold cross validation are shown. Deviance de-
creases little when the number of predictors is increased from four
(red) to five, supporting the decision to use four environmental
predictors in the statistical model.
TABLE 3. Poisson regression coefficients for the fit between
global monsoon disturbance genesis points and mean state envi-
ronmental variables. Standard errors are estimated from 10 000
bootstrap samples.
b bTCWV bh bECAPE bRH
Coefficients 212.8 0.025 0.34 0.14 0.074
Errors 0.11 0.0027 0.0051 0.0031 0.0023
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has a global maximum centered over the northern
Bay of Bengal in boreal summer with a tail extending
over land into the Indo-Gangetic plain. The MDGI
even reproduces some of the observed minor features
in the Indian monsoon region, such as the secondary
maximum of genesis over the eastern Arabian Sea.
The MDGI reasonably reproduces the broad features
of observed local maxima over the west Pacific warm
pool and northern Africa in boreal summer, and over
southern Africa, the southern Indian Ocean, and the
southwestern Pacific in austral summer.
When making these comparisons, it should be re-
membered that the MDGI provides an estimate of the
expected value of the genesis frequency in a given time
period and thus can take on noninteger values, unlike
observed storm counts. Therefore, it is not surprising
that the MDGI takes on values between zero and unity
over large regions where the observed genesis counts
fluctuate between zero and one. The MDGI clearly
underestimates genesis maxima in the east Pacific ITCZ,
just north of Australia (in the Gulf of Carpenteria), and
over southwest China (in the lee of the Tibetan Plateau).
The observed genesis maximum over South America
may also be too horizontally diffuse in the MDGI.
Genesis frequencies over the marginal seas surrounding
the Arabian Peninsula are overestimated by the MDGI,
especially in the Gulf of Aden. Overall, though, the
MDGI successfully describes the major features of a
fairly complicated spatial pattern of genesis frequency
across multiple monsoon regions using just four clima-
tological mean parameters.
The MDGI agrees fairly well with observed genesis
frequencies in the zonal mean, when we evaluate the
zonal mean for each hemisphere during its local summer
season (Fig. 6). The MDGI underestimates the intensity
of the equatorial minimum and the off-equatorial max-
ima when compared to the observed genesis distribu-
tion, but the MDGI captures the larger frequency of
genesis in the Northern Hemisphere compared to the
Southern Hemisphere. The maximum of the zonal mean
MDGI in the Northern Hemisphere is too weak and
located a few degrees too far poleward when compared
to the observed maximum, a bias related to the behavior
of the MDGI in the eastern Pacific. Note that the ob-
served absolute maximum near 108N is associated with
high genesis frequencies in the east and west Pacific and
the east Atlantic; the Bay of Bengal maximum, although
especially prominent in plan view (Fig. 5a), does not
stand out in the zonal mean because of relative minima
in genesis frequency at other longitudes. The Southern
Hemisphere maximum is also underestimated by the
MDGI, due primarily to the MDGI being too low in the
southern IndianOcean and southwest Pacific (Figs. 5c,d).
The observed zonal mean has higher meridional vari-
ability on length scales of a few hundred kilometers,
which may be due to some combination of random noise
and real geographic features that are not captured by the
MDGI. Yet overall the MDGI provides a reasonably
FIG. 5. Global spatial distribution of the number of (a) observed genesis points in boreal summer (JJAS), (b) the
MDGI in boreal summer, (c) observed genesis points in austral summer (DJFM), and (d) the MDGI in austral
summer. Each grid point represents the number of storms that occur over 34 years in the given 4-month season.
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good fit, with the two zonal mean distributions having a
correlation coefficient of 0.85.
The seasonal cycle of genesis in each hemisphere is
also well reproduced by the MDGI. The number of
genesis events occurring each month in our 34-yr period
separately summed over the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres compares well with hemispheric integrals
of the MDGI (Fig. 7). As noted by Hurley and Boos
(2015), 2–3 times as manymonsoon disturbances form in
the Northern Hemisphere as in the Southern Hemi-
sphere during their local summers. These relative am-
plitudes of the seasonal cycle and the timing of the
extrema are reproduced with only minor bias. Correla-
tions between the time series of spatial sums of the
MDGI and observed counts are 0.97 for the Northern
Hemisphere and 0.95 for the Southern Hemisphere.
We now discuss how the four variables set the spatial
distribution and seasonal cycle of the MDGI. The con-
tribution of each variable to the spatial distribution of
the MDGI presented in Fig. 5 is obtained by computing
the local anomaly, relative to the spatial mean, of each
variable multiplied by its respective regression co-
efficient. In boreal summer, most of the zonal asym-
metry in the MDGI is produced by the asymmetries in
ECAPE and midtropospheric RH, while the strong
equatorial minimum of the MDGI is produced by the
low-level absolute vorticity (Fig. 8). The vorticity has a
fair amount of finescale structure around high topogra-
phy and a distribution that is to first-order zonally
symmetric, but there are notable deviations from zonal
symmetry over the northern Bay of Bengal and Arabian
Sea (where h reaches values that are achieved roughly
158 latitude farther poleward at other longitudes). This
helps in understanding some of the prominent features
of the seasonal mean MDGI. In particular, the high
frequency of genesis over the Bay of Bengal (Figs. 5a,b)
is associated with high values of all four variables. Al-
though vorticity is high over the northern Arabian Sea
and in the extratropical Pacific, the MDGI is reduced in
those regions because of the substantially lower RH,
TCWV, and ECAPE. The large MDGI in the west Pa-
cific warm pool is associated with midtropospheric hu-
midities and ECAPE that are just as large as in the Bay
of Bengal, but lower values of vorticity and TCWV. The
high value of the MDGI just west of Central America is
due primarily to the structure of ECAPE, while the dry
midtroposphere over the Caribbean prevents theMDGI
from reaching high values there even though the
ECAPE is locally high. Similar associations between the
MDGI and the environmental variables are found dur-
ing austral summer (not shown).
To understand the seasonal cycle of the MDGI shown
in Fig. 7, we found the relative contribution of each
variable to the hemispheric seasonal cycle of theMDGI.
FIG. 6. Zonal integral of the number of observed genesis
points (blue) and the MDGI (red) occurring by latitude across
the globe over 34 years in boreal summer (JJAS) and austral
summer (DJFM).
FIG. 7. Climatological distribution of the average number of ob-
served genesis points (blue lines) and theMDGI (red lines) occurring
per month per year across the globe over the Northern Hemisphere
(solid lines) and Southern Hemisphere (dashed lines).
FIG. 8. Plan view of the anomalous relative contributions of
(a) TCWV, (b) h, (c) ECAPE, and (d) RH to the JJASmean of the
MDGI. Anomalous relative contributions were calculated by
computing the anomaly of each variable, relative to a spatial mean,
and multiplying that anomaly by the regression coefficient corre-
sponding to that variable.
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Specifically, we computed the spatial integral of the
anomaly, relative to the annual mean, of each variable
multiplied by its respective regression coefficient. As
expressed in (3), the sum of each of these integrals ap-
proximates the fractional change in the expected genesis
frequency. The largest contributor to the seasonal cycle
in both hemispheres is ECAPE, with midlevel RH
being a close second (Fig. 9). Given the positive sign of
the regression coefficients, this signifies the atmosphere
becoming more convectively unstable and more humid
in the midtroposphere in the seasons when genesis fre-
quency is highest. In comparison, the TCWV makes a
small contribution to the seasonal cycle, providing a
clear example of the distinct behavior of the two mois-
ture variables. To be clear, although vorticity makes a
negligible contribution to the seasonal cycle of the
hemispherically averaged MDGI, it plays an important
role in setting the spatial distribution (e.g., Fig. 8). In
contrast, TCWV makes a modest but nonnegligible
contribution to both the seasonal cycle and spatial dis-
tribution of the MDGI.
The individual association of each environmental
variable with the MDGI and with observed genesis
frequencies can be better understood by examining the
marginal distributions. A marginal distribution was
constructed for each of the four environmental vari-
ables by dividing the full range of that environmental
variable into 70 bins, then averaging the MDGI values
and the observed genesis counts associated with all the
latitude–longitude–time occurrences of that variable
falling within each bin. The log of these bin-averaged
MDGI values and genesis counts is presented (Fig. 10),
together with the number of latitude–longitude–time
points falling within each bin. For example, the log of
the average MDGI and the log of the average number
of genesis points that occurred at eachRH bin from 0%
to 100% are shown by the solid and dashed lines in the
top part of the bottom panel of Fig. 10, and the histo-
gram of RH values is shown in the bottom part of the
bottom panel. The marginal distributions for ECAPE,
TCWV, and 600-hPa RH are all monotonic, with the
MDGI and observed genesis counts both increasing by
over five orders of magnitude over the range of each of
these variables (Fig. 10). The full range of storm fre-
quencies furthermore stretches across nearly the full
range of each of these three variables, indicating that
there is no regime in which genesis becomes strongly
controlled by one variable while another ceases to be
relevant, except for, perhaps, vorticity. The marginal
distribution for vorticity is highly distinct, with the
MDGI and observed frequencies having a highly
nonmonotonic dependence on vorticity. This behavior
FIG. 9. Anomalous relative contributions of each individual cli-
mate variable to the overall climatological distribution for the
(a) NorthernHemisphere and (b) SouthernHemisphere bymonth.
Anomalous relative contributions were calculated by computing
the difference between the climatologicalmonthlymean and annual
mean of each variable, multiplying that difference by the corre-
sponding regression coefficient, and then summing over space. The
vertical axis is scaled by 10 000.
FIG. 10. Marginal distributions of the log of observed genesis
points (solid line) and the MDGI (dashed line) per year as a func-
tion of total column water vapor (TCWV), absolute vorticity (h),
estimated convective available potential energy (ECAPE), and
relative humidity (RH). Histograms of each variable are divided
into 70 bins and show the distribution of values of the mean state
environmental variables.
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seems to occur primarily because genesis frequencies
are less zonally symmetric than absolute vorticities;
both initially increase as one moves poleward from the
equator to around 108 latitude in each hemisphere, but
genesis frequencies drop to nearly zero as one moves
farther poleward over much of the eastern Pacific (e.g.,
Fig. 5). ECAPE (Fig. 3) and TCWV are low in this
region, and are associated with reduced genesis in that
environment of high ambient vorticity. In contrast, the
highest values of the MDGI are found in the Bay of
Bengal, where the vorticity is large poleward of the
low-level monsoon westerlies and where ECAPE,
TCWV, and RH are all high (Fig. 8).
We also examined the marginal distribution of ob-
served genesis frequencies for one variable that was not
selected for our statistical model: vertical wind shear.
As discussed in the introduction, some studies have
argued that monsoon depressions are amplified by the
process of baroclinic instability or some form of
nonmodal baroclinic growth, drawing energy from the
baroclinicity of their environment. This argument seems
qualitatively consistent with the fact that monsoon dis-
turbances are observed in regions of strong meridional
temperature gradient, or equivalently of large vertical
wind shear. However, observed genesis frequencies de-
crease monotonically as the vertical shear grows (Fig. 11).
Although vertical shear is large inmonsoon regions where
monsoon disturbances form frequently, genesis most fre-
quently occurs slightly poleward of the regions of strongest
vertical shear. This was seen in the composites of Indian
monsoon depressions constructed by Boos et al. (2015),
which show that those storms exist 58–108 latitude pole-
ward of the strongest vertical shear of the zonal wind.
While the statistical association of monsoon disturbance
occurrence with vertical wind shear does not rule out
baroclinic instability as a growth mechanism, it does dis-
prove the idea that genesis is fostered by large vertical
shear, at least in a climatological sense. Although our
marginal distributions were created using monthly mean,
climatological data, the composites shown by Boos et al.
(2015) used 43 daily data and sowe do not expect that the
sign of the dependence on shear was changed by our use of
climatological means.
b. Comparison of global and regional statistics
It is remarkable that the major spatial features and
seasonal cycle of the distribution ofmonsoon disturbances
across all monsoon regions can be reproduced using just
four environmental parameters, because it is not obvious
that monsoon disturbance genesis in each monsoon re-
gion results from the same physical mechanism. To as-
sess the regional variation of the statistical associations
of genesis with environmental variables, we refit the
index using the same four globally selected predictors
(Table 3) using only data in theAsian–Australian region
and then only in the Indian monsoon region (boxes in
Fig. 1 delineate these domains). Since monsoon distur-
bances are most commonly associated with the Indian
and Australian monsoons (e.g., Mooley and Shukla
1987; Berry et al. 2012), this procedure allows us to as-
sess whether there is something unique about monsoon
disturbance genesis in those classic monsoon regions.
We emphasize that we did not repeat the process of
variable selection with the SFS procedure in this analy-
sis, but found new regression coefficients for each of
these two subdomains.
The regression coefficients are quantitatively simi-
lar for regressions performed in the global, Asian–
Australian, and Indian domains (Fig. 12). The largest
difference is in the coefficient for ECAPE, which is
twice as large for the global domain as for the Asian–
Australian and Indian domains. This implies that
ECAPE is more important for monsoon disturbance
genesis over regions such as Africa and the Americas
than in the Asian–Australian region. Spatial, zonal,
and seasonal distributions of the MDGI produced
using the regression coefficients calculated for the
Indian andAsian–Australian regions are highly similar
to those using the regression coefficients calculated for
the globe (not shown). In fact, the spatial distribution
of MDGI in the Asian–Australian region computed
using global coefficients is highly correlated (R5 0.97)
FIG. 11. Marginal distribution of the log of observed genesis
points (solid line) per year as a function of vertical shear (V). The
histogram is divided into 70 bins and shows the distribution of
values of the mean state vertical shear. FIG. 12. Statistics from Poisson regressions between monsoon
disturbance genesis points and mean state environmental variables
over the entire globe, the Asian–Australian region, the Indian
continent region, and between TC genesis points and the same
mean state environmental variables over the entire globe. Red
error bars indicate bootstrap errors.
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with the MDGI in the same region computed using co-
efficients tuned for that region. The same is true for the
Indian region.
We performed another analysis in which the variable
selection (i.e., SFS) procedure was repeated for each of
the subregions listed in Table 1, except for Africa and
South America because of the small sample sizes in
those regions. For all subregions, the deviance stopped
decreasing after two or three predictors were added to
the model, which is not surprising given the smaller
amount of data available in the smaller domains.
Chosen predictors in almost every subregion were a
subset of the set of predictors chosen for the global
domain (TCWV, h, ECAPE, and RH). An additional
predictor, vertical shear, was selected by the SFS pro-
cedure for the subregions of Australia and the west
North Pacific, although for the latter subregion it came
in as the third predictor. Thus, while there is some re-
gional variability in the statistical association of mon-
soon disturbances with environmental parameters,
genesis in any region can be described by the four
variables used in our global model, with the addition of
vertical wind shear in select regions.
c. Comparison with tropical cyclone statistics
Finally, we compare our MDGI with genesis indices
derived for tropical cyclones (TCs). Many of the candi-
date variables considered for inclusion in our statistical
model (Table 2) were chosen because a few previous
studies assumed that monsoon disturbance genesis is
influenced by the same environmental variables that
control genesis of TCs. If monsoon disturbances and
TCs have highly similar statistical associations with en-
vironmental variables, this would support the idea that
genesis of these two types of disturbances may be gov-
erned by similar mechanisms.
We regress the distribution of TC genesis points on
the same four environmental variables chosen for our
MDGI, using the same Poisson regression model. Note
that we did not repeat the variable selection procedure;
we expect that doing so would simply reproduce the TC
genesis index presented by Tippett et al. (2011). Since
there are no TC genesis points over land, grid cells
containing land were not included in this regression. The
TC genesis points were obtained from NOAA best-
track data for the Atlantic and northeast Pacific, and
from the U.S. Navy Joint Typhoon Warning Center for
all other regions, as obtained from the website
of K. Emanuel (ftp://texmex.mit.edu/pub/emanuel/
HURR/tracks_netcdf/). The resulting regression co-
efficients are similar to those obtained for monsoon
disturbances with two notable exceptions: compared to
monsoon disturbance genesis, TC genesis is 2–3 times
more sensitive to TCWV and much less sensitive to
midlevel RH (Fig. 12). The coefficient for ECAPE,
which is our generalization of relative SST, has a
similar value for TCs as for the global distribution of
monsoon disturbances.
FIG. 13. Global spatial distribution of (a) TC genesis points in boreal summer (JJAS), (b) tropical cyclone genesis
index (TCGI) density in boreal summer (JJAS), (c) TC genesis points in austral summer (DJFM), and (d) TCGI
density in austral summer (DJFM). Each grid point represents the number of storms that occur over 34 years in the
given 4-month season.
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The spatial distribution of the genesis index that uses
coefficients obtained from the TC data has substantial
bias when compared with the observed distribution3
of TC genesis (Fig. 13). Although the genesis index
qualitatively reproduces the off-equatorial maxima and
equatorial minimum in the west Pacific, it greatly un-
derestimates the frequency of genesis in the east Pacific
and greatly overestimates frequency in the northern
Indian Ocean, especially in the Bay of Bengal. The
zonally elongated genesis maximum that stretches from
Madagascar to the southwest Pacific is captured in its
spatial structure, but is too weak in amplitude.
The poorer fit to the observed distribution of TC
genesis may be caused by the lack of a vertical wind
shear variable in the regression model. Wind shear is
large over the north Indian Ocean during local summer,
and could reduce the genesis index in that region if it was
included in the model. The four variables used for our
MDGI all have a positive relationship with genesis fre-
quency, and all are large over the north Indian Ocean.
Thus, even when the regression of TC genesis points on
the same four environmental variables chosen for our
MDGI is performed, the model is unable to capture
important features of the observed distribution of TC
genesis. Vertical shear is also the only variable lacking
from ourmodel that was included in the statistical model
derived by Tippett et al. (2011) for TC genesis—their
other three variables were low-level absolute vorticity,
midtropospheric relative humidity, and relative SST
(which we have confirmed behaves similarly to ECAPE
over ocean). Incidentally, the comparatively poor fit of
the TC genesis index provides a useful reference point
that lends confidence to our correct choice of variables
for fitting the observed distribution of monsoon distur-
bance genesis.
4. Summary and discussion
Although the tracks of Indian monsoon disturbances
have been documented for over a century (Mooley and
Shukla 1987), their genesis had not been systematically
associated with properties of the environment in which
they form. Furthermore, the genesis locations of mon-
soon disturbances in other regions were compiled only
recently (Berry et al. 2012; Hurley and Boos 2015), and
also had not been statistically associated with properties
of their environment. Here we showed that the spatial
distribution and seasonal cycle of the global distribution
of monsoon disturbance genesis can be generally
captured by a genesis index based on monthly clima-
tologies of four variables: total columnwater vapor, low-
level absolute vorticity, an approximate measure of
convective available potential energy (ECAPE), and
midlevel relative humidity. Observed genesis frequency
increases with all four variables, consistent with the
simple expectation that a precipitating vortex will be
more likely to spin up in a moist, convectively unstable
environment with high ambient vorticity. The locally
higher values of the four variables in the Bay of Bengal
explain why there is a maximum in genesis events there;
the more moderate frequency of genesis in the west
Pacific is associated with similar levels of humidity and
ECAPE as in the Bay of Bengal, but lower vorticities.
The seasonal cycle of hemispherically integrated storm
counts is due primarily to the seasonal cycle in
ECAPE and midlevel RH.
Although previous studies have argued that vertical
wind shear influences monsoon disturbance genesis in
the Indian monsoon (e.g., Sikka 1977; Prajeesh et al.
2013), vertical wind shear was not selected by the ob-
jective procedure used to choose the index variables.
Moreover, the climatological strength of vertical wind
shear was shown to be negatively associated with genesis
frequency, contradicting the idea that monsoon distur-
bance genesis is enhanced in regions of strong climato-
logical shear. This is consistent with the finding by
Cohen andBoos (2016) that baroclinic instability cannot
explain the dynamical structures observed during the
spinup of Indian monsoon depressions. A measure of
midtropospheric static stability was also considered as a
candidate variable, motivated by previous work sug-
gesting that the spinup of tropical depressions may be
fostered by enhanced static stability in the midtropo-
sphere, but it did not significantly improve the index
performance.
Our MDGI shares some variables with indices pre-
viously proposed to describe tropical cyclogenesis
(Camargo et al. 2007; Tippett et al. 2011), but it is unique
in that it is defined over both land and ocean. This fea-
ture is necessary because monsoon disturbance genesis
occurs over land in monsoon regions, and is made pos-
sible by our use of ECAPE as a predictor instead of
relative SST. ECAPE may well have applications be-
yond its use here in our MDGI. Like relative SST,
ECAPE provides a simple measure of moist convective
instability but, unlike relative SST, does not neglect
horizontal temperature gradients in the free tropo-
sphere or inhomogeneities in the air–sea thermody-
namic disequilibrium. And unlike potential intensity,
ECAPE is defined over land, which may be advanta-
geous even for indices of TC genesis if one wishes to
consider the possibility that the early stages of TC
3While Figs. 13a,c show some TC genesis points overlapping
with coastlines, this is merely an artifact of the gridding process.
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genesis may sometimes occur over land (e.g., perhaps
tropical depression spinup sometimes occurs over land
even though best-track datasets only provide genesis
points over ocean).
Two regional genesis indices based on the same
environmental variables were created for Asian–
Australian monsoon disturbances and for Indian mon-
soon disturbances. The coefficients obtained for these
regional regressions are very similar to those obtained
using the global distribution of monsoon disturbances,
implying that similar processes may govern monsoon
disturbance genesis in all regions. In contrast, regressing
observed TC genesis counts on the same four variables
yielded a model that greatly overpredicted the number
of TCs in the north Indian Ocean and underpredicted
numbers in the east Pacific. These biases are likely due
to the absence of vertical wind shear as amodel variable;
although monsoon disturbances and TCs both have
genesis frequencies that decrease with the strength of
vertical shear, this relationship seems to be important
for monsoon disturbances only in the regional domains
of Australia and the west Pacific, at least in a climato-
logical mean sense.
A logical next step would be to examine the statistical
associations of monsoon disturbance genesis with tem-
porally local environmental variables (e.g., monthly
mean or higher-frequency data instead of monthly cli-
matologies), or to determine whether our MDGI has
any predictive skill. Our MDGI might also be used to
improve understanding of the covariation of monsoon
disturbance genesis with various climate oscillations,
such as the Madden–Julian oscillation and ENSO.
Yet even without these extensions, the MDGI im-
proves our understanding of monsoon disturbance
genesis: it has statistical associations that are common
across all monsoon regions and that are consistent
with the idea of genesis being fostered by humid,
vorticity-rich environments with high convective avail-
able potential energy.
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